Real-time User Activity Intelligence
An entirely new source of identity data & insights
to reduce friction, improve conversions,
& combat fraud

The Deduce Identity Graph captures over 1.2B
daily real-time user activities, generating risk and
trust signals to inform every account creation and
returning visitor interaction.

The
Deduce
Difference

Deduce Identity Network
Combine Real-time User Activity Intelligence with
Existing Digital Identity Profiles
The ever-growing Deduce Identity Network comprises
over 150,000 participating websites & apps, representing
more than 450M privacy compliant U.S. identity profiles
(including multiple devices and accounts per user) and
capturing more than 1.5B authenticated user online
activities per day. These activities represent real-time
actions such as logins, account openings, and purchases
which power incomparably clear insights into a user’s risk
profile at every online interaction.
On average, Deduce sees the transactional population
of the U.S. multiple times per week and, for a significant
percentage, several times per day. Deduce is the only
identity intelligence platform for fraud and risk use cases,
outside of MAMAA1, that sees the majority of online U.S.
consumers transact in real time at this scale.

FOOTNOTES:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
1. Meta, Apple, Microsoft, Amazon, Alphabet
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Deduce Products

Deduce Identity Insights

Deduce Customer Alerts

Built on top of the Deduce Identity Network, the
Deduce Identity Insights product provides a solution
for identifying suspicious activity, decreasing user
friction, and building trust that’s unlike anything else
on the market. Identity Insights can verify the device
a customer was using and where they were using it
on the web or an app before an authentication event,
account registration, or checkout decision. This real-time
intelligence, plus Deduce’s historical behavioral profiling,
provide substantially more valuable data for automated
decisioning than most enterprises can gather on their
own reconnaissance.

Deduce sends an Alert, typically a first-party branded
email, asynchronously, on behalf of the Deduce customer,
to their end-users on suspicious logins to enable a
proactive stance against ATO. Customers are prompted
to confirm or deny the activity. A negative selection will
cause all active sessions to be terminated and proactively
enable a user to reset their credentials.

Deployed as an API, Identity Insights is consumable in any
risk engine, CIAM, or application stack. Deduce is typically
consumed at registration, authentication, checkout, and
risk moments such as change of a user’s primary contact
(email, phone).

The seamlessly integrated Deduce
Customer Alerts product can send a
branded email to a customer to verify
their activity. Responses are fed back
into the Deduce Identity Graph to
inform subsequent insights.
Learn more...

Deduce Identity Insights provides real-time live and
historical behavioral analytics on over 450M unique,
privacy compliant profiles via an API integration to
existing CIAM and IDV solutions.
Learn more...
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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Use Cases

First-seen Use Cases

Drive Revenue Outcomes

Faster Account Creation with Less Friction
and More Fraud Prevention

Powerful predictive modeling and trust factors can unlock
efficiencies across the entire customer journey to:

In an ongoing trial with a top-three credit card issuer,
Deduce was asked to provide intelligence during a
“first-seen” use-case (credit card sign-ups). The Deduce
Identity Network had months of historical activity from
over 74% of users prior to application; many were seen
transacting across Deduce’s network repeatedly, within an
hour prior to applying for their
credit card. Deduce was able
to provide actionable insights
to enable the issuer to more
automatically approve or reject
more applications. In short—we
know more about your new
customer than you do before
they create an account.

Returning Customer Use
Cases
Intelligent Multi-Factor
Authentication

• Increase Revenue: Extending trusted users’
session length from 24 hours to two weeks
(or longer) can translate into a revenue
uplift of up to 2% annually.
• Reduce Frustration: Legitimate customers
can safely have more password retry
attempts, reducing
abandonment rates
and eliminating 5%
of customer service
requests.

The Deduce Identity
Network had months
of historical activity
from over 74% of users
prior to application;
many were seen
transacting across
Deduce’s network
repeatedly, within an
hour prior to applying
for their credit card.

•Frictionless Account
Creation: Postpone
email validation steps
in the customer journey,
increasing signup
conversion by up to 15%.
Reduce Chargebacks with
Enhanced Decisioning

MFA friction is a necessary
Provide enhanced services and
hassle for protecting
risk intelligence during checkout
consumers and the companies
decisioning processes. Safely
that serve them. False
accept more orders while
positives (unnecessary MFA)
declining risky and fraudulent
cause friction for legitimate
orders associated with suspect
customers that can lead to
devices. Deduce’s identity graph
frustration, negative brand
gives merchants precise tools to
impressions, and churn.
—Top 3 credit card issuer first party data
combat organized identity fraud
Thechallenges introduced by
by revealing the associations of
device fingerprinting make this
2
devices and identities for multiple orders. Deduce also
problem worse. Inform every MFA challenge decision
identifies synthetic bot activity across its network at scale
with real-time user activity intelligence to reduce MFA
to detect even complex threats in real time.
false positives by over 50%. Enhance other identity data
sources with intelligence derived from real-time, online live
and historical user behavior to make more accurate risk
decisions.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
2. Gartner: Is Device Fingerprinting Still Useful?, Nov. 11, 2021
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Why Deduce? Simple.
It’s the Sum of the Parts.
Enabling frictionless and secure commerce is critical in
an increasingly digital world. And identity is at the core
of nearly every digital interaction. 71% of merchants
cited identity fraud as their top concern.3 While 50% of
consumers said they would switch to a competitor after
just one bad experience.4

new capabilities are available such as, an understanding
of user behavior prior to interaction with your service.
This allows you to identify and bifurcate new and existing
customers into a trusted user experience.

Deduce is the only solution that leverages identity backed,
real-time user activity intelligence to understand
With Deduce real-time Identity Insights
the devices users use every day across the
and Customer Alerts integrated into
internet. This requires the massive
your risk decision systems,
scale of the Deduce Identity
the efficacy and accuracy
Network and prevents bad
Real-Time
of existing analytics and
actors from synthesizing their
Activity
predictive modeling can
digital lives.
Data
increase significantly.
Device
Document
Deduce will help you
Intelligence
Prooﬁng
Deduce’s real-time
accurately identify
360° Intelligen
er
activity intelligence
ce
bad actors on your
Us
complements
service in advance of
your investments
fraudulent activity.
in identity and
Payment
IP
The results will set
Authorization
Intelligence
fraud prevention
you apart as a global
platforms, bot
leader in reducing
detection, account
friction, improving
protection, and
conversions, and
loss prevention.
Identity
combating
fraud
Biometrics
Attributes
By supplementing
across your customerbiometric, PII and other
facing ecosystem.
identity data investments
Transaction
Location
Fraud Data

Deduce real-time user activity intelligence
complements existing investments in identity data
and produces a sum of the parts that is greater than
the individual elements.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
3. Aite Group: 2021
4. Zendesk: Customer Experience Trends Report 2020
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